Help PAWS Animals: Become A PAWS Partner!

You may not personally be able to rescue a bear from a roadside zoo, a tiger from a traveling circus, or offer sanctuary to an elephant, but when you partner with the Performing Animal Welfare Society (PAWS) you are doing just that! PAWS Partnerships help support sanctuary operations and the day-to-day care of all of the animals.

Through your PAWS Partnership:

- PAWS rescues. PAWS gives sanctuary.
- PAWS investigates.
- PAWS educates the public.
- PAWS works to strengthen animal welfare laws.

**PAWS General Partnership — $50**

As a General Partner with PAWS you’ll receive:
- A subscription to PAWS’ e-newsletter.
- Invitations to special events.
- Special mailings and hot-topic alerts.
- Opportunities to take direct action to help captive wildlife.
- The personal reward that comes from knowing that you are a crucial partner to our sanctuaries.

**PAWS Senior or Student Partnership — $35**

As a Senior or Student Partner with PAWS you’ll receive:
- A subscription to PAWS’ e-newsletter.
- Invitations to special events.
- Special mailings and hot-topic alerts.
- Opportunities to take direct action to help captive wildlife.
- The personal reward that comes from knowing that you are a crucial partner to our sanctuaries.

**PAWS Pachy Pal Partnership — $250**

As a Pachy Pal Partner with PAWS you’ll receive:
- 2 complimentary passes to an ARK 2000 Open House.*
- A copy of the PAWS publication, “Everything You Should Know About Elephants.”
- A subscription to PAWS’ e-newsletter.
- Invitations to special events.
- Special mailings and hot-topic alerts.
- Opportunities to take direct action to help captive wildlife.
- The personal reward that comes from knowing that you are a crucial partner to our sanctuaries.

**PAWS Wild About Wildlife Partnership — $500**

As a Wild About Wildlife Partner with PAWS you’ll receive:
- 4 complimentary passes to an ARK 2000 Open House.*
- A copy of the PAWS publication, “Everything You Should Know About Elephants.”
- A subscription to PAWS’ e-newsletter.
- Invitations to special events.
- Special mailings and hot-topic alerts.
- Opportunities to take direct action to help captive wildlife.
- The personal reward that comes from knowing that you are a crucial partner to our sanctuaries.

**PAWS Visionary Circle Partnership — $1,000**

As a Visionary Circle Partner with PAWS you’ll receive:
- Two tickets to PAWS’ “Elephant Grape Stomp.” This event is held every April at ARK 2000. This is an ADULTS ONLY event and requires you to contact us to reserve your tickets. Call our Galt office at (209) 745-2606.
- 4 complimentary passes to an ARK 2000 Open House.*
- A copy of the PAWS publication, “Everything You Should Know About Elephants.”
- A subscription to PAWS’ e-newsletter.
- Invitations to special events.
- Special mailings and hot-topic alerts.
- Opportunities to take direct action to help captive wildlife.
- The personal reward that comes from knowing that you are a crucial partner to our sanctuaries.

*When using your complimentary Open House passes, or if you plan to attend the “Elephant Grape Stomp” — you must RSVP.

---

**Sign up online by visiting our website at [http://www.pawsweb.org/become_a_paws_partner.html](http://www.pawsweb.org/become_a_paws_partner.html) or call our office at (209) 745-2606 Monday thru Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.**

---

I/We would like to become a PAWS Partner.
(please check partnership level below.)

- General Annual Partnership — $50
- Student/Senior Annual Partnership — $35
- Pachy Pal Annual Partnership — $250
- Wild About Wildlife Annual Partnership — $500
- Visionary Circle Annual Partnership — $1,000

I/We would like to give a PAWS Partnership as a gift.
(please check partnership level below.)

- General Annual Partnership — $50
- Student/Senior Annual Partnership — $35
- Pachy Pal Annual Partnership — $250
- Wild About Wildlife Annual Partnership — $500
- Visionary Circle Annual Partnership — $1,000

**Total enclosed: $**

- Check enclosed.
- Please charge to my credit card.

---

**MY NAME (PLEASE PRINT)**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY/STATE/ZIP**

**PHONE #**

**MY E-MAIL (REQUIRED FOR NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTION)**

**GIFT RECIPIENT’S NAME (PLEASE PRINT)**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY/STATE/ZIP**

**PHONE #**

**RECIPIENT’S E-MAIL (REQUIRED FOR NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTION)**

**SPECIAL OCCASION**

**SHORT MESSAGE (ATTACH EXTRA SHEET IF NEEDED)**

---

Mail completed form to:

PAWS PARTNERSHIP, P. O. Box 849, Galt, CA 95632